
PRESS HOW TO:
GET PRESS 
Getting press and media attention (at the campus, community, state, or national level) is 
a key way to create buzz on your campus and in your community about your campaign. As 
an advocate, you bring a local voice to the issue of global poverty. You can shape how your 
local paper is covering extreme poverty and global health by getting a reporter to write 
about your ONE Campus chapter’s initiatives, writing letters to the editor or by submitting 
your own opinion pieces.

1. Before you pitch a reporter, whether from an on-campus newspaper, local
newspaper or a local TV studio, research the types of stories they have
covered before. Are there human-interest stories? Crime? Entertainment?
It is important to identify reporters who cover human interest,
humanitarian, or political beats for ONE’s purposes.

GUIDE TO PITCHING A REPORTER 
FOLLOW THESE SIX STEPS TO SET UP YOUR REPORTER MEETING AND 
PITCH YOUR STORY TO HIM/HER. 

Tip: It’s strongly encouraged to reach out your on-campus 
newspaper or school’s public relations department. Especially with 
your school’s public relations department they are eager for stories 
from students. Being an active and engaging student and chapter 
is always good press for your school. Capitalize on the opportunity.

2. Create a media list of reporters to whom you’d like to reach out.

3. Send a friendly email to reporters introducing yourself, ONE, and
highlighting any events coming up/the current ONE Campus campaign.
Be sure to direct them to ONE.org for more information. Phone calls
work as well, but it is usually a little harder to present information in an
organized manner when cold calling.

CAMPUS
one.org/campus

https://www.one.org/us/


Sending the first email or making the first call is always the hardest part; soon, 
you’ll be on your way! And don’t forget to report your media hits in the 
Report Actions page of the ONE Campus website.

1. Contact your ONE Campus Manager for an up-to-date sample LTE for
ONE’s most current campaign or campus challenge.

2. Draft your LTE.

3. Send your LTE draft to ONE campus staff. We’ll give you edits and
suggestions to make your LTE as effective—and as likely to get published
as possible.

4. Submit your LTE to your chosen paper(s) by email.

WRITING LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Writing letters to the editor (LTEs) and getting them published is an effective advocacy 
tool for ONE. Not only do LTEs raise awareness of global poverty and disease issues within 
your community and with reporters, but, critically, these letters also get the attention of 
your elected officials.

THE PROCESS

4. To set up a meeting, it is perfectly acceptable to see if the reporter would
be available for coffee to discuss upcoming events/the current campaign,
or to invite reporters to an appropriate ONE campus event.

5. To pitch your story, be sure to outline the Who, What, Where, When, Why
of the story, being sure to emphasize the WHY. Before pitching, it is
always helpful to reflect on WHY your event, human interest story, etc. is
newsworthy or interesting. Maybe your ONE chapter is new on campus
and gathered over 100 handwritten letters in support of legislation that
ONE supports. Maybe one of your ONE chapter’s members grew up in
another part of the world affected by policy we’d like to change. Whatever
it is, just remember to think: What is the angle? Why is your event or story
different than others?

6. Familiarize yourself with local papers/TV broadcasts/college papers to
get a feel for the types of stories they cover, how they cover your college
or university, and what stories are written about other on-campus
organizations.

https://campus.one.org/report-points


Focus on your local papers. You know those newspapers and their readers best, so you 
can write a more persuasive LTE for that particular audience. 

Keep it short and concise. Your letter should generally be under 250 words, but check 
the newspaper’s website for specific word count limitations. Notice that when you read 
your paper’s LTEs, you are probably drawn to the shorter ones. Also, if your letter is too 
long, the paper is likely to edit it.

Timeliness is key. Usually, your letter should reference a specific article, editorial or 
other letters to the editor. If not commenting on an article, they should reference a 
recent or future event.

Email it. This ensures timeliness. Check out the opinion page to find the correct 
email address. It will usually include “letters” or “editor” in the address, i.e. letters@
buffalonews.com or editor@buffalonews.com.

Identify yourself. Include your name, address, e-mail and phone number. The 
newspaper won’t publish this information, but may want to contact you to verify 
information or inform you that your letter will be published.

Identify your note as a letter to the editor. This may seem obvious, but newspapers 
receive significant amounts of correspondence every day. Addressing your letter “To the 
Editor” will avoid any confusion.

Follow up with ONE Campus staff. Send the ONE Campus team (campus@one.org) and 
report your LTEs that get published. 

And finally, don’t get discouraged if your letter isn’t published. Only a very small 
portion of the LTEs that you write will appear in the paper. However, every LTE that you 
write can have an influence on the columns and opinions that the editorial board writes 
and on the other LTEs they choose to print.

LTE BEST PRACTICES

Op-eds are a great opportunity to present an argument for a timely issue or respond to 
recent coverage with opinionated, interesting analysis. They appear opposite the editorial 
page (hence, op-ed) in most newspapers and are often located next to columns by 
syndicated writers. Newspapers usually publish two or three of these on a daily basis, and 
the competition for publication can be stiff. For this reason, it is best to submit an original 
column that will stick out from the rest while an issue is hot and newsworthy.

CRAFTING YOUR OP-ED



• Op-eds should remain between 500-800 words. 

• Take a clear stand. 

• Include your address and phone number (or the address and phone number 
of the faculty member submitting it). Most publications will call and confirm 
the author of the piece prior to publication. 

• Timing is key. Be sure to submit the op-ed while the subject matter is still a 
major point of interest. 

• Use humor when applicable. 

• Use powerful verbs and avoid adjectives and wordiness. 

• Avoid jargon, acronyms, clichés, name-calling and repetition. 

• E-mail is generally the best way to submit op-eds to newspapers. You can 
usually find the e-mail address on the opinion page of the newspaper or 

OP-ED BEST PRACTICES 

THE PROCESS 

• Contact ONE Campus staff for an up-to-date sample Op-Ed for ONE’s most 
current campaign or campus challenge.

• Draft your Op-Ed

• If possible, identify a faculty member at your school to submit the Op-Ed in 
his/her name as well as yours. Papers are more likely to publish Op-Eds from 
people with influence in the community, such as professors and deans. Try 
having a Professor co-write the Op-Ed with you, or see if he/she is willing to 
submit the Op-Ed you authored in his/her name. 

• Send your Op-Ed draft to ONE campus staff. We’ll give you edits and 
suggestions to make your Op-Ed as effective—and as likely to get published-
-as possible. 

• Submit your Op-Ed by email. 

• A few days after you submit your Op-Ed, you should place a follow-up call 
to the op-ed editor to check on the paper’s interest in running the article. 

• Send the ONE Campus team (campus@one.org) and report any Op-Eds 
that get published.



PRESS 

• The first paragraph should include a news-hook (i.e. referring to a recent 
event in the news).  

• State your position immediately after the news-hook. Make the first 
couple of lines as captivating as possible. 

• The first paragraph should only be about three sentences. Short, 
declarative sentences are best.

When in doubt—ask your ONE Campus Manager or reach out to ONE’s Press Secretary 
Juliet.Vedral@one.org about messaging, proper etiquette, etc. 

STRUCTURE 

Conclusion

First Paragraph 

Body

• Include 2-3 “body” paragraphs. These should explicate the most 
important parts of your argument. 

• Provide solid supporting evidence. Cite sources when necessary, but not 
excessively. 

• Make sure your point is well stated and concise. Each paragraph should 
range from three to six sentences and should be focused on one of your 
2-3 main points.

• Link back to the opening news-hook.

• Restate your purpose. 

• Issue a call to action. 

• The last few lines should be memorable. 

• Include a brief bio-line at the end of the article that clarifies you and/or a 
faculty member’s “expertise” and credibility. For example, “Jon Doe is a 
Professor of Political Science at ONE University. He is a member of ONE, a 
global advocacy group dedicated to fighting extreme poverty and disease. 
He lives in Washington, D.C.”


